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ABSTRACT

We propose a formalism to compose and play interactive
scores involving temporal structures and discrete interac-
tive events. We use temporal logical constraints called the
Allen’s relations and also quantitative constraints on time
intervals over temporal objects to define the global orga-
nization of the scores.

During the composition we maintain the constraints
with a propagation model. During the performance we ac-
cept input controls to drive some temporal object and we
have to maintain the constraints in a real-time context. At
last, we present an example of a musical piece composed
with a partial implementation of our model.

1. INTRODUCTION

To compose an interactive musical piece often necessitates
to bind musical parts with interactive events or computing
programs. But the musical writing systems propose lim-
ited real-time interaction while programming systems as
Max don’t provide sophisticated composition tools.

We claim that a new kind of systems providing compo-
sition environment as well as programming tools for spec-
ifying interaction is needed.

We focus on the question of interpretation of electro-
acoustic music which greatly deals with interaction. A
composer writes a score by defining temporal elements
with musical contents and then can define some specific
controls that will be used by the perfomers during the
excution to express through the piece. Tools allowing
this type of composition/interpretion process for contem-
porary music are needed to explore new possibilities as
shown in [7].

In this paper we propose a formalism for composing
and performing musical pieces involving static and inter-
active events bounded by logical constraints. Here, we
limit our study to temporal and duration constraints. We
shall call this types of piecesinteractive scoresand the
system based on this modelIscore. The first tests show
this model to be appropriated to score editing and real-
time requirements.

2. INTERACTIVE SCORES MODEL

Our model of scores has been presented in [3]. Thus, we
will just recall here important notations and add some new

definitions. A score is defined as a tuples =< t, r, l >

where t is a set of temporal objects, r is a set of temporal
relations and l is a set of linear constraints.

A temporal object is defined byt =< s, d, p, c, n >

wheres is the start time,d is the duration,p is an attached
process,c is a constraint attached tot (i.e. its local store)
andn = (t′1 . . . t′m) is a list of temporal objects embedded
in t which are called the children oft. If n is empty,t is
said to be asimpleobject otherwise it is acomplexone.

We defined 5 classes of temporal objects :

• An interaction point has the constraintd = 0. Inter-
action points model discrete interactive actions. Its
process consists in “listening” to the environment
and waiting a triggering signal to happen.

• A texture has a generative process. It has the con-
straintd ∈ [dmin, dmax] with 0 ≤ dmin ≤ dmax,
which gives an authorized range of variation. If
dmin = 0 anddmax = ∞ then the texture is said to
besupple, if we forced = dmin = dmax then it is
rigid, otherwise (dmax 6= ∞ anddmin 6= dmax) it
is said to besemi-rigid.

• An interval is exactly like a texture except that it has
no generative process. Intervals are blankplaceholders

in the score ; they help to refine Allen relations

• A constraint objectCO is a special type of inter-
val which process consists in adding a set of global
constraints into a global constraints store

• A control-pointp is always created in relation with a
texture/interval. Control points help to express any
TO (Temporal Object) and a particular point inside
a texture, an interval or a constraint object. As an
interaction point, it has the constraintd = 0.

A temporal relation is defined byr =< a, t1, t2 >

wherea belongs toA, the set of Allen relations [1] pre-
sented on figure 2, andt1 andt2 are temporal objects.

A linear constraint is defined byl =< k, t1, t2 > where
k is in Q andt1 andt2 are temporal objects. This forces
the equationd(t1) = k.d(t2).

Temporal objects: The composer can explicitly define
Allen relations between TOs to bind them. Note that a
during relation is automatically added between a TO and
its children. The Allen relations are only qualitative while
all initial temporal positions and durations are quantita-
tively specified in the score. But, the composer can also
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Figure 1. The Allen relations

add some quantitative constraints in specifying a TO to
be rigid or semi-rigidor in adding linear constraints be-
tween TOs. We can see that the quantitative constraints
will put restrictions on the Allen relations. Temporal re-
lations are used to keep a global organization of the score
whenever the composer changes the characteristics of TOs
(start time, duration) at score edition time. The new values
are propagated through the score and the TOs are moved
or stretched to respect the constraints.

Interaction Points: We call an interaction point a par-
ticular event that is not to be played by the score player.
It models a discrete, asynchronous event that is supposed
to happen at performance time in the external environ-
ment and to input the system through an input channel.
The composer can bind interaction points with any TOs
through themeetsrelation. Therefore, the composer can
express the way external controls will be able to drive the
execution of the score at the performance time. Interaction
points may happen at a certain distance from the date they
are assigned to in the score, because of expressive choices
or even mistakes. Thus, the point date in the score is the
ideal date in the point of view of the composer and the
Allen relations will be used to maintain the score coher-
ence whatever the anticipation or the delay is. The com-
poser can limit the range of anticipation and delay by us-
ing quantitative constraints. So the general philosophy be-
hind this at performance time is “keep as much as possible
the coherence of the time structure planned in the score,
while taking into account, and accepting up to a certain
limit the expressive freedom of the external agent”.

Global Constraints: We allow the composer to de-
fine global constraints in order to catch specific constraints
that cannot be expressed with unary or dual constraints as
quantitative constraints or Allen relations. When a CO is
added into the score, the global constraints he holds must
be respected between its start time and its end time. Since
COs are just specific TOs, the composer can synchronize
the period of application of global constraints with any
TO by using temporal relations. Its important to note that
the objective of the global constraints is not to catch some
special temporal relations because we want every tempo-

ral relations be expressed through Allen relations, dura-
tions constraints and linear constraints. The purpose of
the global constraints is to catch constraints on the param-
eters of the process attached to the TOs which are out of
the scope of this article.

At last, the graphical level provides a set of surface rep-
resentations and graphical edition tools that may include
conventional music notation (where it may apply) or hier-
archical boxing representation such as inOpenMusic[4]
andBoxes[5].

The figure 2 presents an interactive score.
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Figure 2. An example of interactive score

On this figure, we can find 8temporal objects from
different types :

• severaltextures (T1, T2, T3 andT7). Everytextures

are simple ones exceptT7. There are bounded to
each others byAllen relations (overlaps) and also
by qualitative constraint (d(T2) = k.∆3). At last,
the bold upside ofT1 means thatT1 is rigid so there
is the constraintd(T1) = ∆1.

• aninteraction point T5 used to allow the interac-
tive trigger of the start ofT2 by the performer during
the execution.

• ancontrol− point T4 used to synchronize the start
of T2 with a specific point or moment ofT1. This
specific point is supposed to make sense with the
process attached toT1 (for example the climax of a
dynamic variation).

• someintervals (T0, T3 andT6) that represent the
specific status of some time intervals.T0 andT6 are
rigid, then they force the two constraints :

s(T1) − s(T7) = ∆0

(s(T7) + d(T7)) − (s(T2) + d(T2)) = ∆6

at lastT3 is semi-rigid and forces the constraint :

∆min ≤ s(T5) − s(T1) ≤ ∆max

• a constraint object T8 bounded to thetextures

T1 andT2 with Allen relations. It forces a global



constraint on the volume. As it is a global con-
straint, this volume is the volume of the mix of the
textures that sets duringT8, i.e.T1 andT2 and even-
tually T3 if the performer triggersT5 (the start of
T2) enough late soT2 overlapsT3.

We have implemented intoOpenMusica version of the
interactive scores model limited to the case where every
TOs aresuppleand where there is no linear constraints.
The composer can only define Allen relations and global
constraints. The figure 3 presents some screenshots of our
implementation ofIscore.

There are two different steps in the interactive scores
model : the edition time and the performance time. Dur-
ing the edition we have to support the add and remove
of constraints and maintain these ones when the composer
changes some characteristics while during the performance
we have to take into account the performer choices and
to maintain the constraints under a strong real-time con-
straint.

Since computation time is not critic during the edition
time, we use a general constraints solver called Gecode
[10] which propagates the new relations, constraints and
values. This cannot be done in a real time context since
we are not able to control the computation time.

3. REAL-TIME MODEL

We proposed a real-time model in [2] for a limited model
of interactive scores. In this case, the temporal constraints
in the scores are limited to the Allen relations. So there are
nointervals and all thetextures aresupple. This model
is based on Petri nets to which we add a global constraints
store. A Petri net is a specific states machine which can
run concurrent processes that must synchronize at particu-
lar moments. Formally, it is a bipartite directed graph with
two types of vertice called “places” and “transitions”. An
edge can only connect two vertices from different types.
At last places contain a number of tokens greater or equal
to zero. A state of the system is represented by a distri-
bution of tokens among the places. The system changes
his state by crossing “transitions”, this modifies the to-
kens distribution by a consummation/production process.
In our case, we use a special type of Petri nets calledTime
Petri Nets[9] which allows to associate a time-range of
wait in places before crossing the transitions.

After the edition time, we transform the interactive score
into a Petri net by associatingeventswith transitionswhile
placesare used to wait betweenevents. We represent the
Allen relations through edges connections. For example if
there is the relationr =< before, t1, t2 >, Et1 represents
the transition associated to the end oft1 andSt2 the one
associated to the start oft2, we will find in the net a place
Pr representing the time to wait between the end oft1 and
the start oft2 with an edge fromEt1 to Pr and an other
one fromPr to St2 . So we will be sure that the relationr
is maintained.

In addition, we don’t use fixed delays in places but
ranges to permit synchronizations. When a token is cre-

(a) Adding a Allen’s relation

(b) Defining the OSC messages associated with the boxes

(c) Adding an interaction point

Figure 3. Some screenshots ofIscorein Open Music



ated in a placeP with a range[tmin, tmax], an intern timer
t is launched from 0. Whilet ≤ tmin, the token cannot
be consummated (this means that the transition that fol-
lows P cannot be crossed). Whent = tmax, the system
crosses the following transition if it can. Formally, the
range forces the following transition ofP to be crossed
whentmin ≤ t ≤ tmax. If this transition waits for an ex-
ternal event to come as for a transition representing an in-
teractive event, then the system doesn’t take into account
the performer’s actions before the timert reaches the value
tmin and if the performer doesn’t trigger the crossing of
the transition beforet reachestmax, then the system auto-
matically crosses the transition.

It is important to note that for a transitionT , it can exist
several placesPi with an arcAi = Pi → T . EachTi has
a range[tmini

, tmaxi
] and a timerti. In this case,T can

be crossed when :

∀i, tmini
≤ ti ≤ tmaxi

This type of synchronization situation can lead to critical
situation if :

∃i, j|ti < tmini
and tmaxj

< tj

This means thatT should be crossed to respect one of the
ranges while it cannot be crossed according to an other
range. In our system, we always try to prevent this kind of
situation.

In the limited system, we use 2 different temporal ranges
in the places : if the place represents the wait of an exter-
nal control, its range is[0,∞] since we can accept any
anticipation or delay (every TOs aresupple) ; for the other
places, the range is[∆score,∞] where∆score is the value
written in the score for the wait duration represented by
the place. The value∞ translates the fact that a wait du-
ration can be increased by an interactive event not directly
connected to it but which can influence the wait duration
through synchronization configurations. Thus if noin-
teractive eventsinfluences the wait duration, its value is
∆score else it is a greater one.

We can find an example of the transformation of a very
simple score into a Petri net on the figure 4.

In this example, there are 4textures and aninterac-
tion pointT4. On the Petri net, the symbolssTi

andeTi

denotes the eventsstart of Ti andend ofTi. The Allen
relationsT 1 during T 0, T 2 during T 0, T 3 during T 0
andT1 before T2 are represented by the configuration of
the Petri net. The symbolX denotes the external control
used to triggerT4. At last, we lay emphasis on 3 intervals
:

• ∆0 betweens(T0) ands(T3)

• ∆2 betweene(T2) ande(T0)

• ∆3 betweene(T3) ande(T0)

In the Petri net the range of∆0 is [0,∞] since∆0 is
supple and we allow the performer to trigger the control
X whenever he wants. The transition representinge(T0)
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Figure 4. An example of the transformation of a score

is typically a synchronization transition. In this case, the
ranges of∆2 and∆3 are [∆2score

,∞] and [∆3score
,∞].

This permits the synchronization. In fact, the modifica-
tion of the date ofs(T3) by the performer will propagate to
e(T3). Since the date ofe(T3) may be modified, then val-
ues of∆2 and∆3 may also be modified. With the ranges
we defined, we ensure that :

∆2score
≤ ∆2

∆3score
≤ ∆3

More precisely, ifs(T3) is anticipated,∆3 will increased
while ∆2score

will be respected. On the contrary, ifs(T3)
is delayed,∆2 will increase and∆3score

will be respected.
At last, the composer can change the default ranges of

intervals preceding a synchronization transition. He can
choose[0,∞] for some intervals. This implies that the val-
ues∆iscore

whith such a range will not be ensured. Then
the composer can give a priority on intervals that he wants
to last at least the written values while the other can be
totally modified.

4. QUANTITATIVE CONSTRAINTS

Now we want to take into account the quantitative con-
straints. For the edition time we still use a constraints
solver such as Gecode, since we don’t care about the com-
putation time. But we have to modify our real-time model.

In fact, to introduce qualitative constraints rises up the
possibility for the performer to break some constraints of
the score during the execution. Our aim is to ensure that
the score will bee totally played without any broken con-
straints. This aim is quite difficult to reach since we have
to anticipate the actions of the performer that could lead
to inconsistent situations.

The figure 5 shows a an example of this type of situa-
tion. We can see arigid complex textureP (d(P ) = ∆P )
with two childrenA andB, a relationr =< before, A, B >



and an interactive eventTi controlling the beginning ofA.
So, the value∆1 can change under the influence ofTi.
Since we have the equation :d(P ) = ∆1 + d(A) + ∆2 +
d(B) + ∆3 it is clear that valuesd(A), ∆2, d(B) and∆3

may be modified to maintaind(P ) = ∆P . In the exam-
ple,Ti is delayed so we have to reduce the durations val-
ues. There are several ways to compute these values, so
we guided the computation in adding an order of reduc-
tion chosen by the composer at composition time among
2 alternatives : left reduction which means that the reduc-
tion order is the chronological order (the example choice)
or a right reduction which is the reverse order of the first.
Since duration values may change, we have to modify the
time-ranges associated to the places of the Petri net.

Encoding the quantitative constraints directly in the Petri
nets appeared to be inapplicable in the general case. As a
consequence, we have to add to the petri net that holds the
Allen relations, a constraints system or CSP (consraints
satisfaction problem) that holds the quantitative constraints.
This CSP is from the same type as the one we use during
the edition step to maintain all the constraints. The differ-
ence with the edition step is that during the execution, we
have the petri net that maintains the Allen relations with-
out constraints computation. Then, we want to put into
this CSP only the constraints that cannot be hold by the
Petri net. One can also see that some specific quantita-
tive constraints can be very easyly represented in the Petri
net. For example, an interval between a satic event and
an interactive one that follows it (such as∆0 on the fig-
ure 4), can be forced to besemi − rigid with the range
of values[V almin, V almax] simply by using this range in
the Pretri net in the place that represents this interval. It
is very important to deal with the smallest CSP as pos-
sible to prevent from excessive computation times, then
we have to clearly identify the constraints that cannot be
represented in the Petri net.

To represent this CSP, we use a constraints graph which
is a bi-partite graph in which variables and constraints are
represented by the vertice and there is an arc between a
vertex labeled by variable aV and the vertex labeled by
a constraintC only if V is involved inC in the CSP. We
want to use this representation with a propagation algo-
rithm that allow us to propagate the dates of the interac-
tive events over the CSP and compute new values for the
textures and intervals durations that take into account the
actions and choices of the performer.

To determine which intervals will appear into the graph,
we define for each interactive evente a durations setZe

called theinfluence area of e including all the dura-
tions that could be modified bye through qualitative con-
straints. Eventually the variables set of the constraints
graph associated to a scores will be

⋃

e∈s

Ze where the du-

rations are seen as the variables representing them. This
means that the constraints graph will only include the in-
tervals that may change during the execution.

Each variable of the graph is associated to adomain
which is a range of values[V almin, V almax]. The do-
mainD of a variablevar is the set of values such as for
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Figure 5. An example of reduction with left priority



val in D, there is a solution to the constraints problem ac-
ceptingvar = val. Computing the variables domains of
a general constraint problem is not easy. In our case we
use a domain reduction algorithm inspired byIndigo [6]
which reduces the domains from the initial range[0,∞].

After the edition time, we turn the score into a Petri
net and a constraints graph. Before the performance we
run the domains reduction algorithm to compute the time-
ranges of the arrival of control inputs, because we want
them such as whatever the anticipations or delays on inter-
active events there will be no incoherence with the quan-
titative constraints. During the performance we run the
reduction algorithm each time an interactive event hap-
pens to reduce the variables according to the anticipation
or delay of this event. Of course, the domain of an inter-
val in the constraints graph will be same as the time range
we use in the Petri net for this interval. Then, each time
we recompute the domain of an interval with the propaga-
tion algorithm, we set the corresponding time range in the
Petri net to the new domain.

Unfortunately, the reduction algorithm is efficient only
over acyclic constraints graphs which is not the general
case. If the graph is cyclic the domains after the reduction
algorithm can contain some values that lead to an inco-
herence. This is particularly crucial for the domains of
intervals involving interactive events because this means
that when the performer will have to trigger such an event,
we may accept some values that lead to inconsistent situ-
ations. One solution could be to test each value of the
domains after the use of the reduction algorithm but this
one is clearly too expensive in time.

To prevent from this expensive computation we are think-
ing about only test the extreme limits of the domains after
running the propagation algorithm and use a property of
convexity of the domains. That is for a variableV with a
domainD andv1 andv2 in D :

∀v|v1 ≤ v ≤ v2, v ∈ D

Thus our idea is, after running the propagation algo-
rithm on a cyclic graph, to test the valuesV almin and
V almax for the domains of the form[V almin, V almax].
If solutions exist with this values, we accept the domain,
if not, we recompute the domains. This solution is still on
the drawing board.

But even if the acyclic graphs are not the general case,
they present interesting cases.

5. AN EXAMPLE WITH ACYCLIC GRAPH

Acyclic constraints graphs can be found in some interest-
ing cases. The example presented on figure 6 consists in
interactively setting the tempo of 2 bars of the bossa-nova
standard Blue Bossaby Kenny Dorham. We turn the 2
bars into an interactive score with temporal objects repre-
senting the notes, Allen’s relations designing the temporal
organization and an intervalTq representing a time-unit
which is related to each duration by a linear constraint.
These constraints express the durations in time-unit.T1

has interactive start and end, so during the performance
d(T1) will be changed. Using the constraints graph, we
will propagate this modification tod(Tq) and then to all
the other durations in order to simulate a change of the
tempo. With similar configurations, one can define auto-
matic “accelerendo” or “descelerendo”.

(b) 2 bars of Blue Bossa
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Figure 6. An example of an interactive tempo setting

6. ECO MACHINE

We introduced different structures to represent the scores
during the execution : petri net, constraints graph, store
of global constraints... This structures are bounded to-
gether and must be jointly used during the performance
step. Then we gather all this structures in what we call
a musical environementthat will be executed during the
performance. Formally, this environement will interpreted
by an abstract machine that we call the and that we intro-
duced in [8]. This is an abstract machine such that :

• a state of theECO machine is a tuple(E, C, O, t)
where :

– E is a musical environement

– C is a control string representing time-stamped
events

– O is the output string
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– t is the time-stamp of the state

• the operation of the machine is described in terms
of state transitions that synchronized on a clock.

The figure 6 presents the schema of theECO machine in
a particular state during the execution. As we can see, the
musical environement contains all informations needed to
produce the outputs. We can see that we separate themusi-
cal envornementin two parts, one deals with the temporal
structures and the other deals with the processes attached
with the temporal objects and their parameters. Then after
the edition step, we turn the score into amusical environe-
mentthat will represent the temporal and musical infor-
mations and will be interpretable by theECO machine.
This abstract machine is generic and will be stricly the
same for each score, while themusical environementwill
depend on the score.

During a step of the execution of the machine, the fol-
lowing operations occur :

• watch the inputs from the control stringC

• cross transitions of the Petri net under the action of
incoming inputs or depending on the time intervals.
Trigger the events associated to this transitions.

• ask the global constraints store if the parameters of
the processes don’t break a global constraint, if so,
re-compute some parameters that respect the global
constraints.

• starting or stopping processes with right parameters
and send the result on the ouputs.

7. A COMPOSITION EXAMPLE

Here we present an example of a musical piece called
Le Pays du Soleil Couchantwritten with the partial im-

plementation ofIscore into OpenMusicby Joseph Lar-
alde, musical assistant at Scrime1 . In this implementa-
tion, OSC messages can be defined to be sent when tem-
poral objects start and end. The interactive events are also
triggered by OSC messages.

The figure 8 presents a part of the score. We can see
that there is an instrumental part which controls some in-
teractive events through control pedals and that the tempo-
ral objects are used to communicate with Max/MSP. Pre-
cisely, the first object is used to control the recording of
samples that are used in some granular synthesis processes
controlled by the other temporal objects.

According to Joseph Laralde : “The main interest in
i-score is that it perfectly completes Max/MSP as a se-
quencer with a real-time approach. I can receive inter-
action messages from Max/MSP that can be information
from MIDI devices as well as real-time sound analysis re-
sults and send it back osc messages to trigger the events
I need. This could be done only with Max/MSP but with
much more difficulty and the result would be quite messy
and hard to develop at the same time the piece is being
written.”

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented in this paper a system for composing in-
teractive scores and playing them. We used Allen rela-
tions and durations constraints to define temporal organi-
zation and specific models using constraints propagation
and Petri nets to maintain these constraints. We presented
examples of the use of interactive scores including an orig-
inal composition. The next step of this work will be to find
a solution for scores with cyclic constraints graph and to
continue implementing and testingIscore. We are also in-
volved into a project for adapting our model to the needs
of theater stage managers.
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